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News Briefs

Christmas Village On The Dock

‘Tis The Season

I

n Saint Barth, the expression ‘Tis The
Season not only means you are in for a
boatload of holiday celebrations, but
also that the height of the tourist season is
upon us. The harbor is filled with yachts,
twinkling decorations abound, and there are
parties and art openings galore. To get the season in swing, two of the first parties were
hosted by villa rental agencies: WIMCO invited guests to a cocktail party at Tamarin, with
its lovely gardens in Saline, while St Barth
Properties held its 20th anniversary soiree at
the beachfront hotel, Le Barthélemy. A great
way to get in a celebratory mood!
The first week in December, the island held its
first environmental conference and several of
the articles in this issue of The Weekly are the
result of discussions held at that event. Lots of
good ideas were bandied about, and of course
it remains to be seen if they are followed up
on, or like many end-of-the-year resolutions…
Speaking of resolutions, a sense of wellbeing
is high on a lot of lists, and what better way
than private yoga sessions. Check out our article about Diana Bourel, a long-time Saint
Barth resident, fabulous yoga teacher, and
spiritual guide who will help you tune in and
tune up.
The Weekly also has an article on the island’s
campaign about road safety... please take it to
heart. Don’t drink and drive, take those curves
carefully, and above all enjoy the holidays
without incident.
After all… ‘tis the season!
Ellen Lampert-Gréaux

Wrapped in tinsel under a
canopy of twinkling lights,
the Christmas Village on the
main dock in Gustavia
remains open this weekend,
closing on Sunday, December 23. An initiative of the
St Barth Tourism Committee, the market is a perfect
place to buy holiday gifts
and stocking stuffers, the
market opens at 5pm and
comprises two-dozen stands
that are filled with jewelry,
hand-turned
wooden
objects, candles, soaps,
charming figurines made of
shells, plants, coffee, food,
and a bar.
Last weekend, the village
was treated to a visit by
Santa Claus, known as Père
Noël in Saint Barth, much

to the delight of the kids on
the dock. This weekend, one
of the highlights will be a
ceremony led by the island’s
sports commission, honoring some of the people who
were and are instrumental in
running sports activities in
St Barth. The ceremony will
begin at 6:30pm on Friday,
December 21, followed by a
concert at 8:30pm by North
Island Band.
On Saturday, December 22,
Jaya will perform at
7:30pm, followed by La
Bande A Nono at 8:30pm.
And on Sunday, December
23, the closing concert is by
Hidden Dream at 8:00pm.
Stop by for some music, last
minute shopping, and a dose
of holiday cheer!

Surf Shack Back In Action
A victim of hurricane Irma,
the surf shack in Lorient
was literally uprooted from
its spot on the beach and
blown across the road and
into the cemetery, not far
from where French rocker
Johnny Hallyday was laid
to rest last December. The
home of the Reefer Surf
Club, part of the non-profit
organization AJOE, the
brightly painted surf shack,
an iconic symbol of Saint
Barth, has now been
rebuilt, hopefully strongly
enough to resist the next
hurricane that knocks on its
door. The new structure
was inaugurated on Saturday, December 15.

Currently under the aegis of
surfing instructor David
Blanchard, the Reefer Surf
Club has had its share of
young talents on the circuit,
including 21 year-old Tessa
Thyssen, who was junior
world champion in 2015,
and 15 year-old twins
Thomas and Noé Ledee,
who are both hot riders.
The Collectivity of St
Barthélemy financed the
reconstruction of the surf
shack with the help of local
artisans and businesses; it
serves as home base for surfing classes and competitions,
as Lorient is one of the best
surf spots on the island.
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Tiru Now Dalkia Wastenergy
Tiru has changed its name to Dalkia Wastenergy. After two years of work, the island’s trash and
recycling center reopened last week in the presence of Sylvie Jéhanno, president of this EDF subsidiary, and managing director Pierre de Montilvault.

T

o get ready
for the occasion, the 40
people who work at the
island’s incinerator and
recycling center polished
everything up for a visit
by the big bosses, Sylvie
Jéhanno, president, and
Pierre de Montilvault,
managing director of the
Dalkia Wastenergy
group.
After two years of work,
which was interrupted
by hurricane Irma, island
residents were invited to
visit the newly completed trash and recycling
center. A well-indicated
itinerary comprised new
office buildings, bins to
separate different materials, and a large covered
area for composting,
with informational signage at each workstation.

Biomass Boiler
Each of the employees
of the former Tiru
explained their jobs to
the 60 visitors: breaking
down air-conditioners,
crushing tires, compressing metal, sorting recycled materials, stripping
wires to recover the copper… “This site is an
extraordinary panoply of
all we can do here. It
looks like everything
works perfectly today,
but it is an enormous
challenge in such a con-

before the installation of
2,386 sq meters of solar
panels on the roof of the
incinerator, which will
produce 662,000 kW/h
every year.

fined space to succeed in
treating all of the trash
generated by businesses
and residents in Saint
Barthélemy,” points out
Pierre de Montilvault.
According to Montilvault, even in spite of
hurricane Irma in September 2017, “We managed to keep the work
going non-stop. However, we are continuing to
seek new technologies
such as the biomass boiler, which we are studying from every angle.” A
total of 32 kinds of trash
treatment take place at
the center in Public.
Sylvie Jéhanno uses
Saint Barth as an illustration of Dalkia’s objective: to produce energy
with trash, which in this
case allows for the fabrication of drinking water.
“Here is an example of
what we call a circular
economy. And soon we
are going to harness

another kind of energy:
that of the sun.” In fact,
an agreement signed
recently was the last step

“The inauguration of the
site marks a strategic
step in the policy of
trash management for
the Collectivity,” notes
president Bruno Magras.
“On an island like ours,
exemplary trash management is not a choice,
it’s a necessity.”
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“So they do not become, like me, handicapped
for life”
In the fight against fatal road accidents, the Collectivity is playing its role with a 100% Saint Barth
prevention campaign.

F

our deaths on the roads
in 2018 and an average
of one scooter accident
per day: Saint Barthélemy has a
problem, which the authorities are
trying to fix. First, a few months
ago, a local group to treat delinquency was created under the auspices of the public prosecutor to
harden the consequences of misbehavior on the roads. But this
fight also calls for prevention.
And to help get the message
across, the Collectivity, in collaboration with the gendarmerie and
the prefecture, came up with a
local campaign featuring seven
well-known people on the island,
photographed by François Roelants, who donated his services.

“I was young and
foolish…”
You will recognize them: Frédéric,
Hervé, Cécile, Alexandra, David,
Nicolas, Laurent. They are restaurateurs, a pharmacist, association
directors, sports coaches… The
idea of the campaign is that these
faces, which we might see every
day, can speak more directly to the
island’s residents than a regional or
national campaign.
“When the Collectivity asked me,
I hesitated. But one of my cousins
lost his life in an accident when
very young, that’s why I accepted,” explains Alexandra Lédée,
president of ASCCO. “This concerns everybody. It’s good, I
think, to reach people on a local
level, it’s more effective to see
faces that we know.”

Nicolas Gurley said yes right
away. The reason is obvious: “I
am the victim of an accident. I had
a serious scooter accident in 2001,
in Saint Barth,” he says. “I was
not under the influence of drugs or
alcohol, but I was young and foolish, it amounts to the same
thing…” At the age of 18, Nicolas
was driving too fast when he
slipped on the gravel and fell. The
result: a month in a coma and a
handicapped right leg, which he
will have forever. “Not to mention
the trauma for my family.” With
such an experience, he notes: “I
don’t want to lecture anybody, but
warn young people to be prudent.
To tell them not to end up like me,
handicapped for life.”

Cécile Coudreau, president of
AJOE, also posed for the campaign to fight against bad behavior on the roads. She is not directly concerned, but yet…”I have
two children, one of which is 19,
so I am particularly aware of this
subject.” On January 12, she will
participate in a forum about road
safety organized by the Collectivity, as suggested by Xavier Lédée
and Hélène Bernier, elected members of the island’s traffic-transportation commission. “Before
they asked me to take part in this
campaign, I had already proposed
using the cinema screen at AJOE
to run prevention ads,” she notes.
So take note, these seven island
faces now convey a message: On
the road, we must all be vigilant.

Stay in touch WHEREVER YOU ARE

www.stbarthweekly.com
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Fishing: A Profession For The Future...
If Sustainable!
Fishing represents a fundamental activity for Saint Barth, as it relates to both the history of the
island and the understanding and preservation of the marine milieu. A fishing committee, currently
being created, could be the point of departure for keeping this profession viable in the future.

T

here are 47 professional
fishermen in Saint
Barth, with 31 boats,
which will soon be united within a
fishing committee designed to
structure and organize the sector.
A job description for the director
of this association has been written, and it remains for the Collectivity to hire the right person.
“Saint Barthélemy has a longstanding policy of protecting its
resources,” notes Vincent
Touloumon from Alvi Management, who is helping the CEM
and the Collectivity in the creation of this local fishing committee. In Saint Barth, the traditional fishing techniques remain
trolling and traps, which are
among the most sustainable
methods. “The resource is exceptional, but needs to be managed.
Local fishing is very professional
and has a positive image, with
strong loyalty between the fishermen and their clients.”

A Local Label and A Fish Festival
However, Touloumon feels that
the local fishing industry
deserves more attention, which
brought up the idea of a local
label, “Fishermen Of Saint
Barth,” which could be featured
on restaurant menus. Another
suggestion is a fête, the “Saint
Barth Pro Fishing Fest,” which
would take place on August 26
each year. An even more ambitious idea: Touloumon suggests
the development of an artisanal

seafood industry that would produce and sell such products as
caviar, terrines, spreads… all of
which would be labeled 100%
local. Estimated cost: 3M€.
The island’s professional fishermen have access to a fuel station,
but lack an official place to get
ice. They also need an offloading
wharf, indispensable in the
absence of a fishing port, especially when it comes to respecting health regulations. In addition, even if the policy of protection for this natural resource is
more advanced in Saint Barth, in
comparison to certain neighboring islands, “a diagnosis must be
done to determine the quality of
the products, the working conditions, and advancements in ener-

gy efficiency,” lists Lionel Reynal, a fisheries information specialist from IFREMER Martinique.
In this region, professionals, as
well as amateurs, catch no less
than 180 species of fish. “The
giant grouper has almost disappeared due to harpoon fishing,”
points out Reynal. In Saint
Barthélemy, the ATE (Territorial
Environmental Agency) gave out
548 fishing permits, and that is
just the tip of the iceberg. Which
is why it is important to do a scientific study of resources, especially reef fish, and to continue
the work already started on fishing techniques and gear, to be as
selective as possible.
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Perfect Car For The Island
Small, cute, and 100% electric, yet with enough power to get up
the hill in Camaruche, even when it’s raining: According to Bruno
Miot, manager of FBM, this is the perfect car for Saint Barth.
ith its look like a Mini Almost Silent
Moke, this car will be a Current models (except the Gem)
winner with tourists are powerful enough for the steepwho want to look cool on Insta- est hills on the island, thanks to
gram: the Bee Bee XS is, accord- propulsion, and as Miot notes, “I
ing to Bruno Miot, who spoke on think a real advantage for tranthe theme of electric cars at the quility in the island is these cars
recent environmental conference, are almost completely silent.”
this is the perfect car for Saint However, he admits: “It’s a bit of
Barthélemy. “Yes, electric cars an aberration to charge on an outcorrespond to the needs of the let using electricity from the plant
island. We have an exceptional that burns diesel.” But he pointed
advantage, which is that the out a popular solution: a solar carrange of any electric vehicle is port, which simply consists of
sufficient enough for Saint four pillars with a roof covered
Barth,” he says. “With 20 kW/h, with solar panels. The car is in the
you can drive 100 km. Here, peo- shade and the charge is 100%
ple drive an average of 20 to 30 clean. “This is really ideal,” says
km per day.
Miot, who has installed a solar

W

carport at FBM. One can even
imagine a covered parking area
with solar panels at the airport,
with a fleet of these little, bright
Bee Bees under it, ready for the
tourists to rent...
Until then, according to Miot, “It
would already be an improvement
to change the mentality of the
population, to stop driving in big
cars such as a large 4x4 or a
Porsche Cayenne, that don’t serve
any purpose on the island.”

Single Use Plastic To Be Banned
The new version of the environmental code contains a clause banning throwaway plastic on the island.
lates, straws, cups… next pacted then sent to a recycling Zero Waste, presented a list of her
year, all single-use plastic— company in France or the United ideas during St Barth’s first enviwith the exception of water States. “By throwing plastic in the ronmental conference held the first
bottles—should be banned from trash, you are doing the right week in December. She feels that
use on the island. This measure is a thing,” insists Stéphane Bertrand, the island’s insularity facilitates
clause in the new environmental director of development at Dalkia simple solutions.
code, currently being written.
Wastenergy. “Incineration allows For example: water fountains at
In Saint Barth, including water bot- us to use the energy produced to events (still and sparkling) to
tles, there is a massive use of plas- manufacture drinking water in replace the use of bottled water…
tic, which is treated as household Saint Barthélemy, which is a good with chic little goblets that are fun
trash and burned in the incinerator thing.”
to use. Another idea becoming
in Public. The exact volume of
more and more popular is the “ecothrowaway plastic is not known, Lack Of Civism
cup” to replace plastic cups, or
but bottles, for example, could be The real problem when it comes to reusable containers for take-out
recycled. “The cardboard com- plastic is from the lack of civism, drinks. This idea took hold in Fripactor could also be used for plas- reinforced by its single use (which bourg, where the Germans drink
tic,” indicates Thierry Gumbs, represents 50% of the plastic their coffee, then dispose of the
assistant director of the trash and objects in the world). The only pol- cup in one of the many partner
recycling center. And yet, the perti- lution caused by this material, if it businesses, where they are washed
nence of recycling plastic in Saint was always thrown away properly, and reused. “What is interesting
Barth does not seem a major con- would be its fabrication from a here is that there is no economic
cern. By burning it, thanks to the base of fossil fuels, using oil or incentive for the merchants or the
treatment of smoke from the incin- coal.
consumers, yet it works. Today,
erator, the environmental impact of That is why it is important for the 25,000 reusable cups are in circulaplastic is almost zero. The same island to diminish its use of plastic. tion in Fribourg,” explains Châtel.
would not be true if it were com- Laura Châtel, from the association

P
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C HRISTMAS …

IN THE MAGIC OF

CONCEPT STORE
10 AM / 7 PM

Le Brigantin
Gustavia
DESIGN

-

open Sunday 23

GIFTS

-

FURNITURE

-

FASHION

-

HOME ACCESSORIES

www.frenchindiesdesign.fr
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ONE YEAR AFTER IRMA, THE REAL ESTATE
MARKET REMAINS SERENE

C

hristian Wattiau and Zarek
Honneysett, President and
Sales Manager, respectively,
of Sibarth Real Estate, give an
insight into their vision of the real
estate market at the start of the
high season.

A year ago, you spoke calmly about
property values being maintained
and the security of real estate
investments in the long term: what’s
happening today?
As expected, the market withstood
the effects of Irma well and property values remained generally stable.
Indeed, most homeowners focused
on repairs and few considered selling their property in the year following the hurricane. As a real
estate agency, our offering of properties for sale was reduced in comparison to previous years. Because
of this reduced inventory, the
decline in the number of visitors to
the island and the concern of
potential buyers during this period
of recovery, activity did slowdown,
which is a normal and healthy market reaction. Saint-Barths remains a
safe, internationally recognized real
estate market, as shown by our
record sale of Girasol in November
2017.
Real estate activity therefore slowed
down in 2018: a few words about
the past year.
The priority that we gave ourselves
this year was not aimed at the number of transactions we could achieve
but rather at supporting our clients,
through help and advice. Even
though the activity slowed down,
everyone remained serene, a sign of
confidence from the owners, as well
as buyers. Sibarth Real Estate also
closed some important post-Irma
transactions, including the sale of a
house in Colombier in the 20 million
USD range. We have also developed
more marketing products and services, especially for exclusive listings,

offering our clients the most comprehensive representation, thanks
to our exclusive affiliations and the
exceptional quality of our media
supports.

The local town planning is evolving.
What role can Sibarth Real Estate
have in this context?
After hurricane Irma, the Collectivity
wanted to implement a new thinking on the island’s development.
Indeed, some projects that may be
unsuitable in the reality of our environment, have encouraged elected
officials to re-examine the constructability of certain areas and
the general architecture. In this current period of evolution and consultation being conducted by the Collectivity, it is essential for owners
and clients to receive up-to-date
information. Indeed, at Sibarth Real
Estate, our primary role is to advise.
Our team of real estate specialists
take part in the meetings organized
by the Collectivity and keeps
abreast of the new regulations that

they seem to be working towards,
particularly in terms of constructability and determining building surfaces.

Tourism indicators look strong:
What is your mindset while
approaching this new season?
According to hotels and seasonal
rental agencies, the 2018-2019 season looks promising, with an
increasing number of visitors. The
island looks beautiful! The rain over
the last few months and everyone’s
hard work has restored it to its former glory. In recent weeks we have
noticed an increase in real estate
activity, with more requests and
confirmed deals. We have signed a
number of exclusive listings at different price ranges, the reward of
our unparalleled marketing efforts,
as well as the confidence in our professional team’s experience. In our
new offices, our team of nine are
already busy at work : don’t hesitate to come in and see us!
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A Sailor’s Art: 40 Years

L

es Artisans presents the
work of Michael
“Scrim” Strzalkowski.
An Englishman who has lived in
the Caribbean for decades,
“Scrim” is often in Saint Barth,
where his work can be seen at Les
Artisans gallery in Gustavia. He is
a master of scrimshaw, the traditional art of creating elaborate
carvings on bones and large teeth
from various creatures (all legal).
He has carved pendants, earrings,
brooches, paperweights, cane and
knife handles, all with extreme
care and delicate designs. “There
are now a lot of mammoth tusks
turning up that are semi-fossilized
with wonderful colors in them,
and thousands of years old,” says
Scrim.
Practicing his scrimshaw career
for the past 40 years, since he
sailed to the Caribbean island of
Bequia from England, has earned
this artist such nicknames as
Scrimshaw Mike, “scrim bones”
or “scrim,” and each piece he creates has a story attached. “Some
are Arawak forms, which is
appropriate as we are in the West
Indies,” he says. “I’m an old
antiques dealer, fascinated by
ethnographical and Oceanic art
from the Pacific, I have a lot of
books on the subject… it all connects to sailors, as well the whale
boats went to the Pacific in the old
days. The leather and rope work
relates to sailors as well.”
Les Artisans is showcasing the
artist’s beautiful jewelry, whose
pieces range from a happy Buddha or a skull to a pretty mermaid,
once again relating to the sea.
There are pendants and bracelets,
in silver or gold, with intricate
carvings on leather.

“I’ve always been of a sculptural
mind, turning drawings into 3D
shapes” he adds. “And I engrave,
which is also like sculpting, I love
the art of the engraver, and studied
it. I also love the nautical aspect
of scrimshaw and the whole
Moby Dick mystic to it, the idea
of artistic sailor bored at watch,
creating objects of artistic beauty
for his mother or girlfriend. I’m a
sailor-artist myself.”
Stop into Les Artisans for a firsthand look at this master’s work.
Opening reception
with the artist: 6pm
Friday, December 21
Les Artisans, Gustavia
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Space St Barth Welcomes You To The Gallery
This Winter!

hrough December 27,
Space St Barth will be
celebrating St Barth—its
nature, its artists, its light, and its
rebirth.

T

Martinon that capture the island's
iconic places, angles, and details.
Both are the perfect memorabilia
of st Barth for your heart and in
your home.

With plenty of gift ideas for the
holiday season, and limited edition sets such as the “ZOLTY”
print and book set, and the small
framed photographs by Sébastien

We are also excited to present a
series of new pieces by photographer Jean-Philippe Piter. Each
photograph minted with a slice of
his signature sense of humor—the

works are fun and playful with a
twist on the classic nude.
To add to this mix, the gallery is
also featuring works by the iconic
Marco Glaviano—don’t miss his
Cindy in diamond dust! The inimitable Hunt Slonem’s bunnies
proudly hang on the gallery
walls—currently installed is his
Black Diamond repeat piece.
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Hear It From The Kids!
A Euro-Caribbean class of eighth graders in Saint Barth was asked to write about their island — in English! We think they did a great job (only a few small edits were needed…) and we are pleased to share
their comments, this week about beaches, leisure activities, and shopping. So even if you are a frequent
visitor, or perhaps a resident, and know the island rather well, it’s actually quite charming to see Saint
Barth through the eyes of these kids who are lucky enough to live here!

Beaches

Saint Barth is a small island, just
like a little rock in the middle of
the sea, so beaches are our specialty! If you come to Saint Barth to
have fun or eat with your feet in
the sand, we recommend Shell
Beach and St Jean: you might
enjoy a glass of champagne, listening to some great music and dancing on the tables! On the contrary,
if you prefer the wild side of the
island, the beaches of Colombier
and Saline will fit you perfectly. To
access the beach of Colombier, you
will enjoy a beautiful 30-minute
hike, and to get to Saline you will
appreciate the beauty of our
famous Saline’s salt pond. These
beaches are like hidden treasures of
wild nature. If you are traveling
with kids, we recommend the
beach of Grand Cul-de-Sac,
famous for its shallow depth and
calm water protected by the coral
reef. You could be lucky enough to

see sea turtles. To organize a picnic
with your family, Gouverneur is
ideal because there is a corner protected from the sun and a large
beach. And if you want to see an
authentic beach, Corossol might
suit your preference, as it is the
most typical village of the island.
These are the beaches we love the
most. Now you just have to choose
yours, take your swimwear, your
sunscreen, go to the beach, and
have a lot of fun!

Shopping

With more than 200 wonderful
stores to explore, we can say that
St Barth is a paradise for shoppers.
Our island is duty-free: it's a
delight, especially for beachwear,
accessories, jewelry and casual
wear. If you are looking for a place
to shop, you should go to the most
popular and commercial districts of
the Island: Gustavia and Saint

Jean. You will not only find souvenir stores but also a big variety
of shops that sell clothes, makeup,
perfume, jewelry, and much more.
No matter your age and budget,
you will always find something to
take back home. There are also
some of the most famous designer
stores. As for the local, small business sector, there are some shops
that can provide you with clothes
and at the same time unique and
original souvenirs. Soon, one Sunday per month, a market will open
next to the harbor where you can
find local products like fruits, fish,
hand-made basketwork and other
objects braided with leaves of the
latanier trees. St Barth is the best
place for fashion in the Caribbean
and it is also part of its lifestyle. If
you are after the latest fashion and
trendy products, then shopping in
Saint Barth will be a gratifying
experience for you.
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Diana Bourel : Private Yoga
And Wellness Sessions

S

ince 1992, Diana Bourel
has been a key member of
the St. Barth Wellness
community and one of its most
ardent and steady proponents. As a
cross-certified senior yoga instructor and training in various lineages,
she has thousands of teaching
hours to her credit and has taught
and led retreats in Asia, Europe,
South and Central America, the
USA, and Canada.
Bourel is the owner of the Art of
Self Care, a multi-disciplinary
approach to wellness with a point
of view, combining yoga, transpersonal work, destination retreats and
one-on-one consulting. She created
and runs the annual St. Barth Summer Camp Yoga Challenge, a fourweek immersive wellness event
that has become part of the island’s
summer calendar. She is available
in St Barth this winter for private
yoga classes, wellness sessions,
and transpersonal work.
Bourel offers intensely personal,
highly customized teaching
informed by an in-depth knowledge of different yoga traditions—
Hatha Yoga, Ashtanga, Vinyasa
Yoga, yoga therapy— and over 15
years of experience. Detailed and
precise instructions tailored to your
needs, and proper build-up and
sequencing, take your practice to
an intelligent edge.
“Your body is a precious instrument. Learn to tune it with specialized therapeutic movements and
yoga asanas to free up your hips
and shoulders, strengthen your
core, and liberate movement and a
sense of wellbeing,” says Bourel,
who works closely with her clients
to address specific requests.

She also teaches her signature
Yoga Zen class, a restorative practice combining Yoga Nidra techniques that provide a way to peacefully approach the day, stretch your
body, and let your mind come
home by clearing the sub-conscious mind of anxiety. With
longer holds, therapeutic stretches
to calm, instead of stimulate, the
practice supports the nervous system for a beautiful night of rich
sleep while cultivating the quiet
that is the source of joy and inner
strength.

faculties and resources that exist
beyond the confines of logic. Her
one-on-one sessions are a rich
source for cultivating self-awareness, self-knowledge and self-healing. These sessions deal with whatever issues and concerns you have,
including stress, grief and loss, and
create a safe and confidential space
from which to explore sustainable
solutions.

Bourel leads meditation sessions,
using a variety of time-tested and
traditional techniques in mindfulness, to help introduce you to a
meditation practice or deepen your
practice with tools that help bring
your mind towards centeredness.
“This is a wonderful session for
couples and families,” she notes.

On Saturday, December 29, The
Art of Self Care and Diana Bourel
will be hosting a special end-ofthe-year restorative Yoga Zen class
on the beach in Lorient, one of
Bourel’s favorite spaces to practice
outside (the location is across from
L’Orientale Boutique between the
gas station and Oasis shopping
center). The class will end with a
sound healing using Tibetan bowls
and a live Mandala (more details in
the next issue of The Weekly).

In addition to yoga and meditation,
Bourel does transpersonal work,
using a multi-modal approach to
personal growth and discovery.
This transpersonal work connects
the thinking, rational mind to inner

For additional information:
Diana Bourel
+590 690 499 921
diana@theartofselfcare.com
diana.bourel@mac.com
www.theartofselfcare.com
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GASTRONOMY
Gustavia

Lurin

Bagatelle
Bar de l’Oubli
Bête à Z’Ailes (BAZ Bar)
Bistrot Joséphine
Black Ginger
Bonito
Barts Food Lounge
Café Gloriette
Eddy’s Restaurant
Fish Corner
Galawa (Pipiri Palace)
L’Entracte
L’Isola Ristorante
L’Isoletta
La Crêperie
La Cantina
La Guerite
Le Repaire
Le Vietnam
Ociela
Orega
QG
Quarter
Shellona

05.90.27.51.51
05.90.27.70.06
05 90 29 74 09
05.90.27.14.17
05.90.29.21.03
05.90.27.96.96
05.90.29.85.10
05.90.27.13.71
05.90.27 54 17
06.90 58 77 90
05.90.27 53 20
05.90.27.70.11
05.90.51.00.05
05.90.52.02.02
05 90 27 84 07
05.90.27.55.66
05.90.27.71.83
05.90.27 72 48
05 90 27 81 37
05.90.27.63.77
05.90.52.45.31
0588.90.87.41.36
05.90.27.51.82
05.90.29 06 66

Saint-Jean
Chez Joe (Airport)
Kiki e Mo
L’Ardoise
La Terrasse
Le Diamant
Le Glacier
Le Jardin
Le Piment
Nikki Beach
Pearl Beach

05.90.27.71.40
05.90.27.90.65
05.90.77.41.97
05.90.27.52.21
05.90.29.21.97
05 90 27 71 30
05 90 27 73 62
05.90 27.53.88
05.90.27.64.64
05.90.52.81.33

Flamand
La Case de l’îsle (Cheval Blanc)
La Langouste
Spice of St Barth
Chez Rolande

05.90 27 61 81
05.90.27.63.61
06.90.54.41.42
05.90.27.51.42

Santa Fé

05.90.27.61.04

Colombier
Les Bananiers
François Plantation (Villa Marie)

05.90.27.93.48
05.90.77.52.52

Saline
Esprit
Grain de Sel
Tamarin (Le)

05.90.52.46.10
05.90.52 46 05
05.90.29.27.74

Lorient
Da Vinci
Jojo Burger
Le Bouchon
La Bohème
Le Portugal à St Barth

05 90 29 76 78
05 90 27 50 33
05 90 27 79 39
05 90 27 52 52
05 90 27 68 59

Pointe Milou
Mango Bar Restaurant (Lunch)
Christo (Diner & Lounge)
Ti St-Barth

05.90.27.63.63
05.90.27.63.63
05.90.27 97 71

Toiny
Le Toiny Beach Club (Lunch)
Le Toiny (Dinner)

05.90 27.88.88
05.90 27.88.88

Grand Cul de Sac
Aux Amis (Le Barthélemy)
Le Sereno
Yo Sushi Mania

05.90.77.48.48
05.90.29.83.00
06.90.62.69.83

Anse des Cayes
Chez Yvon
Le Manapany

05.90.29 86 81
05.90.27.66.55

Lw
g
@
w
w
s
b
B
l
S
w

Corossol
Le Régal

05.90.27 85 26

Public
Maya’s

Stay in touch WHEREVER YOU ARE

www.stbarthweekly.com

05.90.27.75.73
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Special Events
- St Bartholomew’s
Anglican Church,
Gustavia
w Monday December 24
- Traditional Christmas
Eve Carols and Readings, 6:30pm,
w Tuesday December 25
Christmas Day Family
Eucharist, 9am

TIME OUT

Where to go dancing? See an art exhibit? Listen to live music?
Time Out keeps you up to date on local happenings. Let’s party !
w Saturday December 22
Christmas Carols with the
Caribbean boys and traditional dance performance
by Rolande, from 7pm,
restaurant Chez Rolande,
Flamands

- Bikini Saturday, Music by
Gabin Nogueira, fashion
show by Pop St Barth, Pearl
- Christmas Village On
Beach, St Jean
The Dock
- Guest DJ Gabin Nogueira
w Friday December 21
- 8:30pm: Live music with (DJ resident Pearl Beach)
from midnight
North Island band
@ Ti St Barth
w Saturday December 22
w Sunday December 23
- 5pm: Magic Show by
- Amazing day "Cabaret CirPaolo Monello
cus" Music by Patris Gero,
- 7:30pm: Jaya
- 8:30pm: Live music with Philippe Paris & Jimmy Sax
with Nikki Beach Lifestyle
Nono Band
Fashion Show, Nikki Beach
w Sunday December 23
- Music by Gabin Nogueira at
8pm: Live music with
lunch, fashion show by Pop
Hidden Dream
St Barth, Pearl Beach
- Mixologist show, DJ music
by Sir Yll until 1pm. Flair
w Every Day
bartending @ fire show by the
- Diner Cabaret with show
mixilogist Sly. Cocktail &
girls at 9:30pm @ Ti St Barth Mezze to share from 7pm
- DJ Sebastien Roche
@ Ociela, Gustavia
@ Bonito St Barth.
w Monday December 24
w Thursday December 20
- Sunset Lounge, from 5pm
- Sunset Lounge, from 5pm
with DJ Set and Fashion
with DJ Set and Fashion
show @ Christopher
show @ Christopher
- Amazing Day “Candy
- Baga Boom! Forever Young World”, Terra fashion show,
by Fabien Lanciano, @
Nikki Beach, St Jean
Bagatelle, Gustavia
- Lunch à la carte, music by
- Music by Laurent Perrier at Gabin Nogueira, fashion
lunch, fashion show by Pop
show by Pop St Barth, Pearl
St Barth, Pearl Beach
Beach, St Jean
w Friday December 21
w Tuesday December 25
- Amazing Day "Merry
Open Mike/ Jam Session,
Christmas," Music by Patris
7pm-9pm: Bring your inGero, Philippe Paris &
struments and participate
Jimmy Sax with Nikki Beach
in an evening for amateur
Life Style fashion show, Nikki
live musicians at the MarBeach, St Jean
tini Bar, Gustavia
- Lunch with music by Gabin
- Ladies Night with ChamNogueira, fashion show by
pagne for her. from 8pm
Pop St Barth, Pearl Beach
to 10pm @ Bagatelle
- Guest DJ Laurent Perrier
- Music by Laurent Perrier at from midnight @ Ti St Barth
lunch, fashion show by Pop
w Wednesday December 26
St Barth, Pearl Beach
- Amazing Day "Wild &
- Live Music with Soley, from Free" Music by Patris Gero,
7pm, Pearl Beach, St Jean
Philippe Paris & Jimmy Sax

with Voilà fashion Show,
Nikki Beach, St Jean
- Lunch with music by
Jérome Barthélémy, fashion
show by Pop St Barth, Pearl
Beach, St Jean
- Guest DJ Gabin Nogueira
(DJ resident Pearl Beach)
from midnight @ Ti St Barth

Exhibitions

Night Club

- Group exhibition including
Arno Elias, Marco Glaviano,
and more Space SBH
-Painting of Jean Michel
Lengrand, @ Villa Créole,
(first floor) from 3pm to 7pm,
- David Kracov, Natan
Elkanovich, Yoel Benharrouche, Calman Shemi, Dorit
Levinstein, @Eden Fine Art
Gallery, Gustavia
- Bronze Sculptures by Bjorn
Olkholm Skaarup
@ The Collectivity

@ Modjo St-Jean
@ Casa Night Club
@Tavern Ti Bar, Ti St Barth

Fashion Show

w Daily Fashion Shows
- Fashion Show every lunch
@ Pearl Beach, St Jean
- Fashion Show every night
@ Ti St Barth
- Fashion Show every lunch
@ Nikki Beach

- The work of Michael
“Scrim” Strzalkowski
@ Les Artisans
Opening reception with
the artist Friday, December 21 from 6pm

Live Music

Michel and his staff are happy to welcome you
to their pool-side restaurant for lunch & dinner.
Holiday special, in addition to our regular menu.
Lobsters Fresh From The Tank
100 g for 8,00 euros

Hôtel Baie des Anges • Flamands • 0590 27 63 61
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n Classified ads
Real Estate
Villa - Grand Fond : Charming
villa with private pool, in the
peaceful Grand Fond area. 2 Bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, well
equipped kitchen, living room,
parking, terrace.
Price : € 1 790 000.
WIMCOsbh Real Estate
+ 590-590-51-07- 51 or
realestate@wimco.com
Villa - Petit cul de Sac : On a
6000+ m2 property, with a beautiful view on Petit Cul de Sac bay,
into a private residence. Possible
extension of the actual 3 bedrooms villa.
Price : USD 4 800 000
WIMCOsbh Real Estate
+ 590-590-51-07- 51 or
realestate@wimco.com
Villa in Flamands, in perfect con-

dition, three bedrooms, three bathrooms, terrace, swimming pool,
Jacuzzi, ocean view, parking
spaces, and garage.
3,200,000 €
WIMCOsbh Real Estate
+ 590-590-51-07- 51 or
realestate@wimco.com
For sale, this stylish contemporary
three bedroom villa located in
Toiny is an ideal tropical getaway
and would have great appeal for
those who look to relax – and to
entertain. The villa’s location
offers some nice options for surfing as well as for walking or jogging from Toiny to Grand Fond,
including to Hotel Le Toiny and
its acclaimed restaurant.
Price : 2 200 000 €
St. Barth Properties Sotheby’s
International Realty –
0590 29 90 10
For sale, this privately ensconced

two bedroom villa, located in dramatic Toiny hillside, leverages its
location and captures the gentle
trade winds, the sounds of the surf
and a gorgeous seascape. The
owners will enjoy watching
surfers in the distance, trying to
capture that perfect wave. The
pool terrace offers ample space
for sunning, relaxing in the shade,
and al fresco dining.
Price : 2 500 000 €
St. Barth Properties Sotheby’s
International Realty –
0590 29 90 10
For sale, this plot of land of 1311
m² is located in Petit Cul-de-Sac
within a buildable zone. It does
not have a sea view but enjoys
being walking distance to the
beach. Come build your dream
villa today!!! Price : 1 376 550 €
St. Barth Properties Sotheby’s
International Realty –
0590 29 90 10
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